Proventeq's Content Productivity Suite

A SPECIALIST SUITE OF APPLICATIONS

- Migration Accelerator
- Content ClassiFile
- Content Analyser
- Content Integrator

www.proventeq.com/products
Meet the demand of managing your critical business content

Our suite can help organizations in the following ways:

- **Intelligently optimize your business content**
  Synchronize content from a host of systems into a centrally accessible platform, and to transition to intelligent workplaces built in SharePoint, Teams, and Azure.

- **Maximize the potential of your content structure**
  Eliminates content clutter, enabling a lean content landscape, superlative findability and enhances operational effectiveness by turning your data into a value equation of your organization.

- **Enhance your data management infrastructure**
  Fully automate the critical content of your organization whilst removing the margin of human error through understanding your current content landscape and associated data.

- **Meet security and compliance requirements**
  Define processes for data management, enable information protection and compliance labels to ensure your organization’s data is accurate, accessible and secure, at all times.
Our suite can be broken down into four core product tools which work to optimize and support your migration at every stage of your data transformation journey.

From augmented content analytics to intelligent classification and metadata extraction and many more.

Our four core product tools

**Migration Accelerator**
Our migration software enables smooth and error-free migration from your existing platform to a modern enterprise content management system.

**Content ClassiFile**
Content ClassiFile enables relevant document search and efficient content governance, including the application of retention policies.

**Content Analyser**
Using proven content analytics and methodologies, Content Analyser delivers powerful and interactive drill-down Power BI reports to help your organization discover the content that exists within the source system.

**Content Integrator**
Leveraging leading industry recognized technologies, Content Integrator keeps all your business content in one place whilst working synchronously with your line-of-business applications.
Proventeq’s Content Analyser

Using proven content analytics and methodologies, Content Analyser delivers powerful and interactive drill-down Power BI reports to help your organization discover the content that exists within the source system.

Quickly and accurately develop a deeper understanding of your business content and what types of content need migrating over.

FEATURES

Take stock of how big your content landscape is.

- **In-depth discovery & analysis**
  In-depth discovery and analysis of numerous data sources.

- **Content structure review**
  Review metadata, taxonomy, structure and security permissions.

- **Detailed analytics**
  Our intelligent software lets you analyze content across numerous data sources for a smoother migration.

- **Gap identification**
  Identify metadata, taxonomy and security permission gaps.

- **Pre-migration checks**
  Pre-migration checks to identify and mitigate potential issues.

- **Item and version auditing**
  Reduce risk with comprehensive item and version level audits.
Proventeq’s **Content Integrator**

Proventeq’s Content Integrator enables content integration and synchronization of a host of content types such as documents, files, and digital assets from a wide range of Enterprise Content Management (ECM) platforms to your Cloud-based Content Services Platform (CSP).

*Keep all your business content in one place whilst working synchronously with your line-of-business applications.*

**FEATURES**

**Boost productivity with cohesive digital asset management.**

- **Reduce business continuity issues**
  Enable effective communication, improved collaboration and change management within digital workplaces.

- **Securely sync & share documents**
  Documents can be published to internal portals for wider consumption (read-only format) for employees, clients or customers.

- **Migrate content at pace**
  Incremental migration of millions of items a day using our scalable, high-throughput engine, until your legacy platform is fully de-commissioned.

- **Collaborate with internal business applications**
  Publish documents to internal collaboration or client portals from document management systems specifically implemented for line of business applications.
Proventeq’s ClassiFile

Content ClassiFile ensures that documents and scanned images are automatically classified based on business rules. Content ClassiFile is the perfect solution to make your scanned images full-text searchable. It makes organizing and managing your documents smarter, faster and easier.

Fully automate your business content organization whilst removing the margin of human error with our classifying tool.

FEATURES

Enable relevant document search and efficient content governance.

- **Rules-based classification**
  Configurable rules-based document classification for both digital and scanned content.

- **Automatic structure extraction**
  Automatically extract the metadata and taxonomy from document contents.

- **Real-time filing**
  Real-time automated classification and filing for business-critical documents.

- **Secure filing processes**
  Easily apply security permissions to each content item as part of document filing.
Proventeq’s Migration Accelerator

Our flagship software enables smooth and error-free migration from your existing platform to a modern enterprise content management system. For enterprise grade, high-fidelity content migration projects, where continuity and enrichment are a priority.

Gain the maximum value from your information through our intelligent information management and content optimization technology.

**FEATURES**

**Make your content migration an opportunity.**

- **Automated link resolution**
  Automatically update links inside documents to keep them active post-migration.

- **High performance scalability**
  Migrate millions of items a day using our scalable, high-throughput engine.

- **Retain & enrich metadata**
  Set the level of metadata value you want to transfer from your source system to your new target system.

- **Advanced format conversion**
  Advanced OCR, image to PDF and other document format conversion transform how you work.

- **Auto-classify documents**
  Intelligently recognize and classify your business data.

- **Full audit trail**
  Maintain a full document level audit trail post-migration.
Why Proventeq?

Industry leading software
Our tools have several unique features designed to achieve quick, secure and seamless migrations.

Global reach
With happy clients in +25 countries around the world, we are experienced in traversing time zones and cultures. So, wherever you are located, we can help.

End-to-end support
With round-the-clock support capabilities, our team ensures that any issues which arise are resolved quickly.

Unparalleled expertize
Our expert team eliminate the risk of content migration and digital transformation project.

Cutting-edge insight
Thanks to our close technology partnerships we can help you meet your needs with up-to-date information on the latest developments in content services.

Flexible solutions
Our proprietary migration solutions can be tailored to your business needs with ease to ensure prompt delivery of projects.
Supported source systems

- Alfresco
- box
- documentum
- FileNet
- Google Workspace
- File Share
- Hummingbird
- STELLENT
- iManage
- Liferay
- M-Files
- meridio
- SharePoint
- opentext
- ProjectWise
- ShareFile
- ORACLE

Target systems

- SharePoint
- Tii
- Cloud
- ORACLE
- M-Files
- ProjectWise
- Liferay
- Amazon S3
Talk to our team today to discuss how our solutions can meet your business needs.

Migration from Citrix ShareFile to SharePoint Online

"Proventeq's support with assessment and planning was excellent: we could create tasks and know what we had to run, organize the migration and match the security from the Citrix environment to the SharePoint."

Jonathan Saltori - IS&T Knowledge Management Lead
Alira Health

Talk to our team today to discuss how our solutions can meet your business needs.
sales@proventeq.com
www.proventeq.com